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INTRODUCTION

Catholic health care is a vital component of the nation’s health care delivery system. Comprising some of the largest health care systems in the United States, with a presence in all fifty states, Catholic hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, and other types of providers have a long tradition of responding to community needs, and a vital role in directing resources to serve the poor and disenfranchised.2

Catholic health care has matured rapidly over the past fifteen years. From a locally “owned” and organized, often fiercely independent institutional base overseen by a religious community with a strong presence in the local community, Catholic health care today has largely moved to a multi-corporate, multi-state model.3 Unlike its earlier years where the visibility of the religious sponsors—Sisters, Brothers, or priests—was evident throughout the institution,
the significant decline in the number of women and men religious means that today’s Catholic hospital is commonly administered by lay individuals, with little sponsor interaction with the average patient or visitor.⁴ Catholic health care systems are more and more likely to be overseen by multiple religious communities exercising their influence on the system, rather than at the patient care level.⁵ Many of these religious communities direct systems in markets in which they no longer have—or never did have—an active presence.⁶ All of these changes make it increasingly difficult for the Church to assure that its religious mission of health care will continue.

Equally important is the harsh operating environment faced by health care providers. Continued reimbursement pressures, coupled with rising costs, are causing many hospitals to make painful choices among service lines which may no longer be financially sustainable.⁷ Investigations at the federal and state level regarding the parameters surrounding the provision of charity care, executive compensation, and community benefit hold special resonance for mission-oriented health care providers.⁸

Given the significant size of Catholic health care, the changes occurring within this sector have not gone unobserved. As systems become more powerful and adopt efficiencies and business strategies necessary to counteract reimbursement pressures, Catholic health care increasingly finds its mission being questioned. In some

---

⁴ See CHA Statement, supra note 2; see also Larry B. Stammer, *Number of Nuns on Brink of Precipitous Drop*, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 21, 1994, at 22.

⁵ For example, Ascension Health has six sponsors, while Catholic Health Initiatives was formed by twelve different congregations. ASCENSION HEALTH, SPONSORSHIP AND HISTORY, http://www.ascensionhealth.org/about/sponsorship_history.asp (last visited May 6, 2006); CATH. HEALTH INITIATIVES, PARTICIPATING CONGREGATIONS, http://www.catholichealthinit.org/body.cfm?id=37473 (last visited May 6, 2006).
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states, Catholic providers have become the target of legislation impacting their ability to follow religious dictates in the provision of health care. Advocacy groups often lead widespread protests over the expansion of Catholic facilities in their community. Litigation targeting the intersection of religious dogma and patient autonomy has also ensued.

This confluence of pressures is calling into question whether a Catholic health care mission is sustainable in a pluralistic society, or if changes within the Church and the operating environment will conspire to effectively convert Catholic facilities into non-sectarian institutions. I believe that the continuation of the Catholic mission is important, that it provides a unique and imperative perspective and service, and as I discuss below, that the manner in which the Church and health care providers work through the myriad of challenges that call their mission into question has important implications for the health care delivery system.

To explore these implications, Part I of this article provides a brief overview of the Church’s role in the delivery of health care services in the United States and demonstrates that Catholic health care has a dominant role in the delivery of institutional health care and social services in our country. In Part II, the article focuses on the Catholic health care mission. Part II reviews the doctrinal underpinnings of the Church’s involvement in health care, focusing particularly on the impact that canon law and church teachings have on the delivery of patient care. Part III addresses the issue of whether contemporary Catholic hospitals truly have a unique religious mission worthy of protection. It does so by examining whether historic changes within the Church, through the transition of mission oversight to the laity coupled with an increasingly hostile business environment and federal and state skepticism of a charitable and/or religious mission, are erasing any genuine distinctions be-

9 Recent legislative changes in California and New York, among other states, requiring certain Catholic organizations to provide prescription contraceptive insurance coverage hinge at least implicitly upon the same type of analysis, defining the term “employer” narrowly so as to exclude religiously-based health care providers and social services agencies. See Stabile, supra note 1, at 741.


11 See infra Part III.B.2.

12 See discussion supra note 6, regarding the dominance of Catholic health care providers. In twenty states, admissions to Catholic hospitals exceed one-fifth of all hospital admissions in the state. CHA Statement, supra note 2.
between secular and Catholic institutions. Finally, while there are legitimate concerns surrounding the viability of the Catholic health care mission, Part IV concludes that this mission does matter and that its weakening would have a deleterious impact on health care in the United States.

I. RELIGION AND HEALTH CARE

Religion and health care are inextricably intertwined. Greek mythology recognized a goddess who controlled an individual’s health. Both the Old and New Testaments express the importance of serving the poor and disenfranchised as a good to God and society. This spiritual calling no doubt has led to countless acts of charity and healing throughout history.

Patients are often drawn to religiously-based health care providers in times of serious need. Almost fifty years ago, a commentator to the American Medical Association Principles of Medical Ethics opined that

patients may also prefer to obtain care from a facility with a particular mission. In such facilities, patients can obtain care from a staff that is explicitly committed to a philosophy of health care that resembles the patient’s own. This may explain why elderly patients often seek nursing homes affiliated with their faith, and why patients who are terminally ill and seeking palliative care choose a hospice. Institutional missions offer the promise that treatment proposals begin from shared fundamental beliefs.

In the United States, organized religion recognized early on the need to open health care institutions. The Methodists, Lutherans, Baptists, Latter Day Saints, Catholics, Adventists, and the Jewish community have all had an active presence in health care. The

13 “[H]ealth personified is named Hyg[ie]ia . . . . It is derived from the root word hugies or hygies, meaning healthy, which is also the root word for hygiene.” Goddess of Health, http://www.hygeia.com/goddess.html (last visited May 6, 2006).
14 See, e.g., Jeremiah 8:22 (“Is there no balm in Gilead, no physician there? Why grows not new flesh over the wound of the daughter of my people?”); Matthew 25:35–36 (“For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, a stranger and you welcomed me . . . ill and you cared for me . . . .”).
15 Steven H. Miles et al., Conflicts Between Patients’ Wishes to Forgo Treatment and the Policies of Health Care Facilities, 321 NEW ENG J. MED. 48, 49 (1989).
16 Id.
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Catholic Church’s involvement in health care traces back to Jesus’ instructions to the disciples. Catholic teachings take a holistic approach to health care, with a focus on the physical, mental, and spiritual needs of patients and their families.

This call to provide healing led the Sisters of Mercy to open the first Catholic hospital in America almost 150 years ago. By 1965, more than 13,500 Sisters were directly involved in establishing and operating health care institutions.

Today, the Catholic Church is one of the largest providers of health care services in the United States. Nine of the ten largest religiously affiliated health care systems are Catholic. Catholic health care providers constitute six of the ten largest nonprofit health care systems ranked by beds and four of the top ten ranked by revenue. Ascension Health, which operates sixty-seven hospitals in twenty states, staffing 11,790 patient care beds, is the third largest health care system in the U.S., behind the Veterans Administration and a proprietary chain. A 2004 American Hospital Association Annual Survey found that 12.5% of the nation’s hospitals were Catholic, constituting 15% of available hospital beds and almost

---

18 See, e.g., Matthew 10:8 (“Cure the sick . . . without cost you have received; without cost you are to give.”).
19 See U.S. CONF. OF CATH. BISHOPS, ETHICAL AND RELIGIOUS DIRECTIVES FOR CATHOLIC HEALTH CARE SERVICES Part II (4th ed. 2001) (“Since a Catholic health care institution is a community of healing and compassion, the care offered is not limited to the treatment of a disease or bodily ailment but embraces the physical, psychological, social, and spiritual dimensions of the human person.”) [hereinafter ERDs].
21 CHRISTOPHER J. KAUFMAN, MINISTRY OF MEANING: A RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF CATHOLIC HEALTH CARE IN THE UNITED STATES 283 (1995). The year 1965 proved to be the nadir of Sister involvement in healthcare. Id. By 1975, the number had dropped to less than 9000. Id. It is most probably even lower today. Id. While this article focuses on institutional health care, this is by no means intended to downplay the significant role that religious social service, housing, outreach, and the scores of other religiously affiliated programs and agencies play in providing essential services in communities throughout the country.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
16% of inpatient admissions. Total expenses associated with Catholic hospitals exceeded $69.9 billion; almost 600,000 full-time-equivalent employees work for Catholic health care facilities. If viewed collectively, Catholic health care facilities comprise the single largest provider of institutional health care in the United States.

While much of the visibility of Catholic health care is directed toward its hospitals, other types of health care facilities, as well as social service agencies, provide a powerful witness to the role of the Catholic Church in fulfilling its mission of healing. Skilled nursing facilities, clinics and other specialized health care facilities, as well as residences for children, served in excess of 5.2 million individuals. The Church operates 404 Catholic health care centers treating over four million patients. A myriad of other types of facilities also are operated under Catholic auspices. The Church also has a strong presence in non-institutional health care services and support. Catholic Social Services, for example, is one of the largest social service agencies in the United States, serving nine million clients per annum.

In short, the magnitude of the Catholic Church’s involvement in health care truly is enormous. It is this sheer size and financial power of Catholic health care providers, coupled with the Church’s strong parameters around acceptable organizational activities, which causes Catholic health care to be at the forefront of much of the conflict between mission, market and autonomy. In order to obtain a better understanding of this conflict, Part II examines the canonical and doctrinal underpinnings of the institutional actions sanctioned and prohibited by the Church.

28 Id.
29 While operated as part of the Catholic Church, Catholic institutions and systems are not under a unified civil law ownership structure. See discussion infra Part II.A.
31 Id.
32 See THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES AT A GLANCE, supra note 30.
II. CANONICAL AND DOCTRINAL UNDERPINNINGS OF CATHOLIC HEALTH CARE

A. Organizational Structure of Catholic Health Care

The Catholic Church is a hierarchically structured organization, with ultimate authority residing in the Pope. As a ministry of the Church, and hence an expression of the Catholic religion, Catholic health care organizations are subject to the laws and doctrines of the Church. Accordingly, as discussed below, for certain actions undertaken by these organizations, ultimate approval authority rests with the Holy See. Importantly, this authority transcends whatever civil law structures might be used to organize and operate the ministry.

As a practical matter, the institution’s “sponsor” is the Church entity that has direct oversight over mission and ministry. Traditionally the sponsor has been the community of Sisters, Brothers, or priests that founded and operated the institution or system at issue. Occasionally, Catholic institutions have been found by dioceses, or more rarely groups of laity. In these situations, the diocese or lay group would generally be considered the sponsor. See, e.g., Diocesan Health Facilities Sponsored by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Fall River, MA, www.dhfo.org (last visited on May 6, 2006).

34 For a thorough review of the Church’s role in health care, see Lawrence E. Singer, Realigning Catholic Health Care: Bridging Legal and Church Control in a Consolidating Market, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 159, 210 (1997).

35 See Health and Health Care: A Pastoral Letter of the American Catholic Bishops, Nat’l Conf. of Cath. Bishops (Washington, D.C., 1981), available at http://www.usccb.org/bishops/directives.shtml (last visited May 6, 2006). See also ERDs, supra note 19, at Part I, Directive #1 (“A Catholic institutional health care service is a community that provides health care to those in need of it. This service must be animated by the Gospel of Jesus Christ and guided by the moral tradition of the Church.”).

36 “Catholic health care services must adopt these Directives as policy, require adherence to them within the institution as a condition for medical privileges and employment, and provide appropriate instruction regarding the Directives for administration, medical and nursing staff, and other personnel.” ERDs, supra note 19, at Part I, Directive #5.

37 In short, Church law ignores the separate incorporation of the entities at issue, taking the position that if an entity is Catholic, it is subject to the authority of the Church regardless of the civil law structures it uses to conduct its ministry. Cath. Health Assoc. of the U.S., The Search For Identity: Canonical Sponsorship of Catholic Healthcare 24 (1993) [hereinafter The Search For Identity].

38 Occasionally, Catholic institutions have been found by dioceses, or more rarely groups of laity. In these situations, the diocese or lay group would generally be considered the sponsor. See, e.g., Diocesan Health Facilities Sponsored by the Roman Catholic Diocese of Fall River, MA, www.dhfo.org (last visited on May 6, 2006).
entrants into religious life and an aging of members, however, the sponsorship role has become less apparent.\footnote{See discussion infra Part III.A. on the aging of Sisters. Today, most sponsors serve in a governance or corporate member role, enabling themselves to be in a position of authority and influence with respect to key organizational issues, such as appointment of the Board, approval over significant strategic and financial directions and the like. At the same time, however, effectuating sponsorship at this high organizational level does negatively impact the visibility of the sponsor, often causing patients, employees, and the general public to believe that the sponsor is no longer significantly involved in the ministry.}

The presence and identification of the sponsor is important because it is the sponsor’s mission, or “charism,” which infuses the organization with its reason for being. It is also through this sponsor that the entity gains recognition by the Church as a “Catholic” organization. Thus, for example, in the general model followed by Catholic health care, the sponsor itself is considered to be a unit of the Church (called a “juridic person”),\footnote{Analogous to a corporation under state corporation acts, canon law uses the term “juridic person” to describe entities within the Church which have the authority to operate ministries and hold themselves out as “Catholic.” Singer, supra note 34, at 217–22. In canonical terms, the sponsor itself is considered to be the juridic person and all ministries it operates are considered to be part of the sponsor’s juridic person. \textit{Id.}} and therefore the works that it conducts (and the assets used to conduct those works) are considered to be works of the Church, part of the sponsor’s juridic person and, hence, “Catholic.”

Indeed, under canon law,\footnote{Canon law is the law of the Roman Catholic Church as set forth in the Code of Canon Law. \textit{NEW COMMENTARY ON THE CODE OF CANON LAW} (Latin-English ed. 1983) [hereinafter 1983 CODE]. Canon law dates back to the year 451 C.E.; the Code was last revised in 1983. \textit{ADAM J. MAIDA & NICHOLAS P. CAFARDI, CHURCH PROPERTY, CHURCH FINANCES, AND CHURCH RELATED CORPORATIONS: A CANON LAW HANDBOOK} 2–3 (1984).} religious congregations may only hold assets within their juridic person if these assets are to be used for a purpose deemed proper by the Church.\footnote{1983 \textit{CODE}, supra note 41, at 1451.} Book V of canon law, which guides the obtaining and use of property by religious communities, sets forth the canonical framework for the operation of ministries.\footnote{Id. at c.1254 § 1.} Canon 1254.1 states that “[t]he Catholic Church has an innate right... to acquire, retain, administer and alienate temporal goods [in pursuit of its proper ends] independently from civil power.”\footnote{\textit{Id.} at c.1254 § 2.} Canon 1254.2 defines these proper ends as the following: “to order divine worship, to care for the decent support of the clergy and other ministers, and to exercise works of the sacred apolostate and of charity, especially toward the needy.”\footnote{\textit{Id.} at c.1254 § 2.} Accordingly, religi-
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ious communities may only hold and use property to enable religious practice, to support the community or clergy or to perform ministerial and charitable works, such as health care.

Canon law further imposes an obligation to properly steward the resources of the juridic person. Canon 1279 charges that the administration of property of the juridic person shall be vested in the individual governing the juridic person (for example, the Superior and Council of the religious congregation).46 While canon law does not further define the dictates of “administration,” the contours of this term within Catholic health care have come to mean that certain corporate authorities must be maintained by the sponsor. These “reserved powers” are typically vested in the sponsor through organization of Catholic health care institutions or systems as membership corporations under state nonprofit law, with the sponsor serving in a corporate member capacity and reserving to itself initiation or approval authority over key actions, including mission and philosophy of the organization, board appointment and removal, appointment and removal of the chief executive officer, approval of spending over certain limits, sale/merger/dissolution of the organization and the like.47 Rarely, then, can a significant corporate action be taken without sponsor approval.

Sponsors, in turn, are responsible to the bishop in whose diocese they serve.48 Bishops are charged with overseeing all matters concerning Church teaching within their diocese.49 They also are responsible for directing diocesan activities regarding Church governance, administration of properties and institutions, and coordinating all ministries within the diocese.50 Bishops have the authority to declare a particular ministry “Catholic,” and to remove this designation.51 Beyond formal authority, by virtue of their office bishops are able to assert their concerns and provide direction to Catholic sponsors and institutions within their ambit. In short, bishops serve a pivotal role within the Church to assure that Catholic

46 “The administration of ecclesiastical goods is the responsibility of the person who immediately governs the juridic person that owns the goods.” Id. at c.1279 § 1.
47 Singer, supra note 34, at 221 n.355.
48 Id. at 211.
49 Id. at 210 n.281.
50 Id.
51 Id. at 211–12. This authority is seldom used but when it is, it is often in the context of a very public disagreement. For a recent example of its use, witness the dispute surrounding the Catholic Church in the St. Louis diocese. See Suzanne Sataline, A Catholic Parish Pays High Price For Independence: Dispute With Archbishop Over Property, Control Leads to Excommunication, WALL ST. J., Dec. 20, 2005, at A1.
institutions are operating in a way that fulfills the Church’s mission and satisfies its teaching. 52

Ultimately, sponsors and bishops (and hence Catholic institutions) are accountable to the Holy See. 53 In practice, the Vatican does not become involved in institutional issues unless required to do so by canon law or in the event that there is a dispute between dioceses. Canon 638 § 3 requires that in certain instances of “alienation”—the sale, mortgage or lease of real property—approval of the Holy See is required. 54 Currently, transactions exceeding $5 million require this approval. 55

Rarely do disputes between dioceses necessitate the involvement of Rome. Nevertheless, because many health care systems now operate in multiple dioceses, and bishops can vary in their interpretations of canon law and Church teachings, conflict can occasionally arise. Many times these different interpretations may not have a system-wide impact, and merely require a particular facility to take action (or not act) in a certain way. When conflicting interpretations have wider repercussions, however, Rome will become involved. For example, when a Catholic health care system decided to enter into a joint venture arrangement with a proprietary chain, and two bishops approved the transaction but a third did not, the dispute was resolved by the Holy See. 56 The fact that ultimate accountability rests with the Pope is a strong statement that the religious nature of health care is viewed as paramount by the Church.

Canonically, therefore, it is clear that involvement in institutional health care is considered by the Church to be a religious expression of ministry. As such, it may only be legitimately conducted if done so in a manner that aligns itself with a recognized entity within the Church. Apart from the canonical dictates that form a basis for the organization and operation of Catholic health care providers, these providers must also conduct their ministry in accordance with the teachings of the Church. A primary source of these teachings is the Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic

52 Canon 1279 authorizes the bishop to prevent negligent acts of administration by the sponsor. 1983 Code, supra note 41, at c.1279.

53 Canon 1273 provides that the Pope is the “supreme administrator and steward of all ecclesiastical goods.” 1983 Code, supra note 41, at c.1273.

54 Id. at c.638 § 3.
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Health Care Services (the “ERDs” or the “Directives”), to which we now turn.57

B. Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care Services

The ERDs are only one statement among many by the American Catholic Church directed towards the Church’s role in health care ministry. Given the prescriptive nature of the Directives, however, they have garnered the most attention. Originally compiled in an unofficial form in 1947, and then again in 1949 and 1956, the Directives were officially adopted by the bishops in 1971, revised in 1994 and revised once more in 2001.58 The purpose of the Directives is twofold: first, “to reaffirm the ethical standards of behavior in health care that flow from the Church’s teaching about the dignity of the human person”; and second, “to provide authoritative guidance on certain moral issues that face Catholic health care today.”59 As such, the Directives constitute the fundamental guiding document of moral teaching for institutionally based Catholic health providers.60

The Directives consist of six parts, each of which is divided into two sections. The first section of each Part sets forth an introductory narrative, explaining the theological basis for the Directives in that Part.61 The second section contains the relevant Directives—prescripts that the health care provider must follow if it is to operate as a Catholic facility.62

Part I of the Directives, captioned “The Social Responsibility of Catholic Health Care Services,” explains the Church’s role in health care, including the fact that health care is anchored to a commitment

---

57 The teachings of the Church certainly go well beyond those encompassed within the ERDs. Nevertheless, because the ERDs encapsulate the Church’s position on healthcare, are required to be adopted by Catholic health care facilities, and are the most well-known source of health care doctrine, they will serve as the area of focus for this article.


59 ERDs, supra note 19, at Preamble.

60 Hamel, supra note 58, at 2. While a product of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, the ERDs require adoption by each individual bishop in his diocese for them to be binding. ERDs, supra note 19. To the author’s knowledge, all bishops have made this adoption.

61 ERDs, supra note 19.

62 Id.
to promote and defend human dignity. The Directives in Part I form the foundation for the remainder of the document, stipulating that institutional health care is a “community” that provides service to those in need which must be guided by the moral teachings of the Church. Part I further mandates that all Catholic facilities adopt the Directives as policy, and provide education to personnel and medical staff on the ERDs. Part I also requires that all facilities comply with canon law.

Part II of the Directives speaks to the pastoral and spiritual aspects of Catholic facilities, extending the framework of the institution as an expression of Catholic faith. It addresses the proper administration of a pastoral care department, as well as baptism in the faith, confirmation, and communion.

Part III addresses the physician-patient relationship. Importantly, Part III states:

[when] the health care professional and the patient use institutional Catholic health care, they also accept its public commitment to the Church’s understanding of and witness to the dignity of the human person. . . . This professional-patient relationship is never separated, then, from the Catholic identity of the health care institution.

The Directives in Part III introduce the foundation for, and then Parts IV and V explicitly set forth, the Church’s position on what is often termed “prohibited procedures,” specifically abortion, contraception, sterilization, assisted reproductive technology, and euthanasia.

These positions are well-known. Abortion—the directly intended destruction of a viable fetus—is never permitted, although treatments which are designed to cure a serious pathological condition in the mother may be undertaken, even if the death of the fetus is likely to occur. Similarly, contraception, including actions in-

---

63 Id. at Part I, Introduction. The Directives flow from the inherent dignity of the individual. “First, Catholic health care ministry is rooted in a commitment to promote and defend human dignity. . . .” Id.

64 Id.

65 ERDs, supra note 19, at Part I, Directive #5.

66 Id. at Part I, Directive #8.

67 Id. at Part II, Directives #10–13.

68 Id. at Part II, Directives #14–22.

69 Id. at Part III.

70 Id. at Parts III–V.

71 See Stabile, supra note 1, at 749–50.

72 ERDs, supra note 19, at Part IV, Directive #45.
tended to directly result in sterilization, may not be provided or performed,\textsuperscript{73} although sterilization as a byproduct of treatment for a medical condition is acceptable.\textsuperscript{74} While certain types of assisted reproduction are acceptable,\textsuperscript{75} euthanasia is never allowed.\textsuperscript{76}

Part VI is a recent addition to the Directives, added in 2001.\textsuperscript{77} It addresses partnerships between Catholic and non-Catholic health care providers. These partnerships are of relatively recent origin within Catholic health care, whose facilities had historically operated autonomously.\textsuperscript{78} Many Catholic health care systems have embraced partnership as a key organizational strategy. The issue raised here is the impact of these business ventures on the Catholic collaborator’s continued ability to follow Church teaching, as well as the appearance of scandal should the venture or the non-Catholic partner be involved in activities contrary to the ERDs.\textsuperscript{79}

Prior to Part VI, canonists and ethicists sometimes differed widely in their interpretations of the Church’s moral teachings on collaboration with an “evil.”\textsuperscript{80} It was often found that the institution was acting under (financial) “duress” when it formed the partnership, and that cooperation with the evil was necessary in order to achieve the greater good (for example, of a continued presence of the Catholic facility in the community).\textsuperscript{81} Through these analyses, for example, Catholic facilities might “condominiumize” a facility or surgical suite, housing an entity engaged in the prohibited proce-

\textsuperscript{73} Id. at Part IV, Directive #52. Contraception may be provided in the case of rape so long as conception has not occurred. Id. at Part III, Directive #36.

\textsuperscript{74} Id. at Part IV, Directive #53.

\textsuperscript{75} See id. at Part IV, Directives #38–44. “. . . [A]ssistance that does not separate the unitive and procreative ends of [sexual intercourse], and does not substitute for the marital act itself, may be used to help married couples conceive.” Id. at Part IV, Directive #38.

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at Part V, Directive #60.

\textsuperscript{77} Prior to 2001, the Directives contained an appendix setting forth the bishops’ guidance on cooperation with an “evil” under ethical principles assessing the justification for such cooperation under certain instances of duress. After the Vatican’s Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith expressed concern about misinterpretations of the doctrine under the cooperation principle, the appendix was dropped. See Ron Hamel, Part Six of the Directives, \textit{Health Progress}, Nov.–Dec. 2002, at 37.


\textsuperscript{79} ERDs, supra note 19, at Part VI.

\textsuperscript{80} Hamel, supra note 58.

\textsuperscript{81} Id.
dure (typically sterilization) while at the same time isolating the Catholic partner from involvement in the activity.  

Part VI injected the bishop directly into the approval process for partnerships which “... may lead to serious consequences for the identity and reputation of catholic health care services, or entail the high risk of scandal. ...” Directive 68 directs that the bishop should be involved in the development stage of these partnerships, while Directive 71 specifically counsels the Catholic partner to consider the possibility that scandal can be created through partnering. Directive 72 requires the Catholic partner to periodically assess its participation in the joint venture to assure that Catholic teachings are being observed. As the bishop can remove an organization’s Catholic status if he believes that it is not following Catholic teachings, often concern expressed by the bishop, if not the implicit threat of a sanction, is enough to halt a particular action.

C. The Church and Health Care

It is apparent that Catholic health care is suffused with a religious purpose. Its creation is based upon Church interpretation of a duty to Jesus, and its facilities are required to adhere to formal prescriptions of appropriate canonical, ethical and moral behavior. As recently as twenty years ago, questions regarding a facility’s Catholicity and the implications of this calling would rarely have been asked. In part this was because of the highly visible presence of Sisters or Brothers in the facility, making the religious nature of the institution readily apparent to even the casual observer. Too, few Catholic institutions were part of health care systems, and those

---


83 ERDs, supra note 19, at Part VI, Directive #67. Each bishop is free to develop his own interpretation of what actions constitute a “scandal” within his diocese. Bishops can and do differ in their interpretations. Singer, supra note 34, at 214 n.308.

84 ERDs, supra note 19, at Part VI, Directives #68, 71.

85 Id. at Part VI, Directive #72.

86 THE SEARCH FOR IDENTITY, supra note 37, at 24.

87 In the words of Pope John Paul II, “The many initiatives on behalf of the elderly, the sick and the needy, through nursing homes, hospitals, dispensaries, canteens providing free meals and other social centers are a concrete testimony of the preferential love for the poor which the Church in America nurtures.” JOHN PAUL II, POST-SYNODAL APOTOLIC EXHORTATION ECCLESIA IN AMERICA para. 18 (1999).

88 For an excellent treatise tracing the history of Catholic healthcare, see KAUFMAN, supra note 21.
systems that existed were of a local or regional nature, likely well-known by the communities served.  

Today, many Catholic health care facilities have joined together into larger (often multi-state) health care systems with less visible Sister presence and the development of sophisticated corporate management teams distant from day-to-day operations and local community involvement. Many of these systems enjoy significant market power. As discussed below, the heightened visibility of these organizations has led to very public questioning of institutional adherence to religious teaching (especially in the area of sterilizations and, to a lesser extent, abortion), posing a significant challenge to the Catholic mission.

Other significant challenges to the mission have also arisen, as the law, the competitive environment, and even changes within the Church present their own hurdles to Catholic facilities. Section III discusses these issues, setting the stage in Part IV for a discussion of whether a religious mission is sustainable in a pluralistic society.

III. CHALLENGES CONFRONTING THE CATHOLIC HEALTH CARE MISSION

Catholic health care faces both internal and external challenges to its mission. Internally, significant change is occurring among the sponsors of Catholic health care, calling into question the traditional model of how institutions connect to the Church and communities understand Catholic health care. Externally, as Catholic health care institutions have consolidated into some of the largest systems in the country, questions have arisen as the impact of these systems is felt by the communities which they serve. In some instances liti-
gation has ensued,93 while in other areas attempts have been made
to circumvent the imposition of the ERDs on the delivery of certain
health care services.94 Both internal and external challenges are re-
viewed below.

A. Challenges within the Church to the Catholic Mission

The fundamental dynamic of change within the Church vis-à-
vis its health care ministry is the decline in the numbers of Sisters
able to serve in a sponsorship capacity.95 The decrease is precipi-
tous, and is certain to accelerate. In 1965 the number of Sisters in
the United States stood at 179,954.96 After Vatican II and its recogni-
tion of the role of the laity in the Church, religious congregations
underwent a significant decline, as many Sisters chose to leave relig-
ious life and live their call to serve the Church in other ways.

By 1975 the number of Sisters had declined to 135,225.97 Com-
bined with a decrease in the number of women choosing to join re-
ligious life and an accelerating death rate as Sisters’ mean ages have
increased to at least sixty-nine years old,98 this trend has continued.
Statistics current as of November 2005 indicate that there are ap-
proximately 69,963 Sisters in the United States.99 In many religious
communities, more than one-half of the Sisters are retired and no

93 See also Jason M. Kellhofer, The Misperception and Misapplication of the First Amendment in
the American Pluralistic System: Mergers Between Catholic and Non-Catholic Healthcare Sys-
tems, 16 J.L. & HEALTH 103 (2001-2002); Donald H. J. Hermann, Religious Identity and the
Health Care Market: Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Religiously Affiliated Providers, 34
CREIGHTON L. REV. 927 (2001); Stabile, supra note 1, at 749.

94 California Women’s Contraception Equity Act, CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE
§ 1367.25(b)(1) (Deering 2005); CAL. INS. CODE § 10123.196(d)(1) (Deering Supp. 2005);

95 While there are religious congregations of men which sponsor health care institutions,
such as the Alexian Brothers and the Jesuits, and some dioceses also serve as sponsors,
notably in Boston, New York and Philadelphia, the overwhelming majority of sponsoring
congregations are of women. Male communities are experiencing similar demographic
trends as the Sisters. See Remaining 38 Alexian Brothers Turn to Madison Avenue for New
Recruits: Religious Order Operates Health Care Facilities in Five States, PRNewswire, June 20,
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98 Foderaro, supra note 97.
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longer actively serving in a ministry. Further, many communities able to attract entrants are either of a contemplative order (with no sponsorship of institutional ministry), or find that new Sisters desire to work more closely with the poor and choose not to become involved in sponsorship or governance. The result has been a dramatic need to rethink how mission oversight is effectuated, as the number of Sisters able to fulfill this role declines.

Anticipating the need to transition to a new model of sponsorship, in the late 1980s sponsors began serious conversations among themselves on the need to collaborate within the ministry, resulting in a wave of mergers which created many of the large systems in existence today. While merger activity between Catholic providers has slowed since the early to mid-1990s, it is projected that activity will resume at a quickened pace as the aging of religious congregations continues.

Canon law does enable lay persons to sponsor a health care system or institution, and there are several systems that have availed themselves of this option. Concern amongst Vatican officials regarding the accountability of these lay-sponsored organizations to the Church caused the lay-sponsorship standing approval process to be halted in 2003, although recently approval was granted to Bon Secours Health System. It seems certain that given the demographic trends facing Sisters, Brothers, and priests, additional approvals will be granted.

Catholic organizations have been investing significant energy into developing educational programs for Board members, executives, and others to prepare them to assume a stronger role in mis-

100 “Of the more than 70,000 women religious [as of 2001] in the country, 53% are now past 70; of the more than 15,000 men, 35% are past 70.” Office of Media Relations, U.S. Conf. of Cath. Bishops, West Wing Star Martin Sheen Helps Fund for Retired Nuns, Brothers, Priests in Religious Orders (Nov. 8, 2001), available at www.usccb.org/comm/archives/2001/01-194.shtml (last visited May 6, 2006).
101 Foderaro, supra note 97.
102 Singer, supra note 34, at 175.
105 Conversation with Sr. Patricia Eck, Board Chairperson, Bon Secours Health System (May 1, 2006). Bon Secours applied to create a Public Juridic Person (PJP) that includes lay members in March, 2003.
sion oversight.\textsuperscript{106} Several of these programs are industry-wide, while others have been developed by coalitions of systems or by individual systems themselves. A significant challenge facing these programs is the question of how to train lay leaders in the intricacies of mission fulfillment, especially as sponsors have moved to field a more ecumenical team at the governance and executive level.\textsuperscript{107} Equally difficult is that under congregational sponsorship the individuals serving in a sponsorship role were constantly being refreshed, as the religious congregation had an institutional commitment to sponsorship.\textsuperscript{108} The question as health care moves to lay sponsorship is how this institutional commitment will be mimicked as lay individuals become charged with educating their successors about sponsorship.\textsuperscript{109}

The decreased visibility of Sisters, Brothers and priests causes Catholic institutions to appear no different than sectarian facilities, and is no doubt a contributing factor to a sense that the Catholic mission is not fundamentally different than that espoused by any other facility. The ability to transition mission oversight and inculcate religious values into the laity is crucial if the commitment to health care as a ministry of the Church is to be kept alive.

B. External Mission Challenges

1. Operating Environment

Institutional health care providers, both secular and religious, continue to face an increasingly hostile business environment.\textsuperscript{110} While Medicare reimbursement has enjoyed small increases over the past few years, it has failed to keep pace with medical cost inflation.\textsuperscript{111} Increases on the private sector side have also fallen short of


\textsuperscript{107} See id. at slide 50.

\textsuperscript{108} See id. at slides 51–55.

\textsuperscript{109} See generally id.


\textsuperscript{111} Congressional Update: Medicare Reimbursement and Pay for Performance, 5 Med. Group Mgmt. Assoc. Connexion 8 (2005) (“[D]ata show that the substantial growth rate, which is linked to measures of the national economy, has not kept pace with inflation related to the delivery of medical care.”).
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hospital needs. The result has been a slow but continual deterioration in institutional profit margins across the country.

Hospital cost increases have been led by the significant growth in pharmaceutical utilization, the development of more refined (and, hence, expensive) equipment, the tremendous expansion in intellectual technology needs (especially electronic medical record and cross-institutional communication systems), higher labor costs, and the significant plant expansion and replacement needs facing the industry. Pharmaceutical costs are becoming an ever-larger percentage of the treatment plan, enjoying cost increases in some years that have outstripped the remainder of the treatment regimen. In 2000, for example, drug costs associated with hospital treatment totaled $121.8 billion.

The quickened pace of developing “next generation” medical equipment has also been a significant driver of hospital cost increases. When first developed, magnetic resonance imaging, with its one million dollar plus price tag, was reserved for academic or tertiary medical centers. Today no community hospital would be without one. Positron Emission Tomography (“PET”) scanners, costing $1.8 million are now de rigueur, along with Computed Axial

---


113 Patrick Reilly, AHA Report Says Hospital Margins are Up for the First Time Since 1996, 34 MOD. HEALTHCARE 1, 6–7 (2004) (stating that “hospital profits inched upward for the first time in six years”).

114 See, e.g., Arrick et al., supra note 7.


Tomography (CAT), and advanced cardiology services. Even states with certificate of need requirements, designed to hold medical care cost increases in check by requiring state approval for the purchase of expensive medical technology, are taking a no-holds-barred approach to the routine practice of acquiring the latest, most expensive technology being available in the “average” community hospital.

The intellectual technology needs of health care systems and institutions have grown substantially. Hospitals have expended significant monies to develop fully-networked institutions on the business side of health care, implementing order entry, billing, and collection systems. Now, energies (and funds) are shifting to the patient care side, with electronic medical records becoming strongly encouraged by governmental and patient safety groups. The costs of implementing these systems are extremely significant.

Labor costs comprise approximately 50% of hospital budgets. While salaries for health care professionals, such as nurses and technologists, have generally moderated over the immediate few years, this follows an expensive run up in costs which the industry is still digesting. The average salary of a hospital staff nurse increased from $36,618 in 1992 to $47,759 in 2000. Similarly,
hospital pharmacists enjoyed a 6.6% increase in 2002 alone.\textsuperscript{129} Overall, labor costs rose 21.1% between 2000 and 2003.\textsuperscript{130}

Despite—or in some markets perhaps attributable to—these increases, health care has become a major target of unionization efforts, with both the Service Employees International Union (“SEIU”) and the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (“AFL-CIO”) engaged in corporate campaigns directed toward large health care systems.\textsuperscript{131} Catholic systems have found themselves positioned as targets of these efforts both because of their size and prominence, as well as a belief amongst union leaders that Catholic systems are susceptible to unionization since the social teaching of the Church embraces worker recognition rights.\textsuperscript{132} These efforts have had some success, most notably with Catholic Health Care West.\textsuperscript{133}

Parallel to these reimbursement pressures, the health care environment continues to be highly competitive, as providers chase a dwindling pool of dollars. Beyond intra-institutional competition, hospitals find themselves increasingly in competition with their medical staffs as more care shifts to the outpatient or in-office setting.\textsuperscript{134} Ambulatory surgical treatment centers now account for a growing percentage of all surgeries performed in the United States,

\textsuperscript{130} RICHARD HAUGH ET AL., HOSP. & HEALTH NETWORKS, SPECIAL REPORT: COST DRIVERS, HOSPITAL & HEALTH NETWORKS (June 16, 2004) (“Unemployment is up and wage increases are down throughout the country, but you wouldn’t know that from health care. Hourly compensation costs for hospital jobs rose 6.4% in 2001, a whopping 10.5% in 2002 and another 4.2% in 2003.”).
\textsuperscript{131} Karen Mellen, Foes Pan Advocate’s Treatment of Poor, CHI. TRIBUNE, Mar. 12, 2004, at Metro § 1; see also Francine Knowles, Unions Look to Increase Their Membership; More Organizing Expected as Groups Fight for Dominance, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Sept. 6, 2005, at Finance § 67.
and are expected to accelerate the industry’s trend of relocating procedures and treatment outside of the acute care setting.\textsuperscript{135}

Specialty hospitals, including those focused on cardiac care, cancer, and rehabilitation, when coupled with the growth of freestanding imaging centers and other diagnostic and treatment modalities, place additional pressure on hospital bottom lines as profitable services continue to exit the acute care setting.\textsuperscript{136} Institutions that relied upon these profitable services to generate revenues, which could be used to fund unprofitable offerings, now find themselves faced with very difficult choices.\textsuperscript{137}

The capital markets are also taking a stricter view of systems and hospitals, imposing rigorous testing on institutions that seek to borrow funds.\textsuperscript{138} Institutions and systems that fall outside of the top tiers of credit worthiness are experiencing high capital costs as the markets digest the expansion of hospital competitors and the tight reimbursement/high cost environment facing providers.\textsuperscript{139} The need to achieve the highest possible credit rating drives bottom-line oriented business practices that reward tight control of labor, equipment, and supply costs, and pruning of unprofitable service lines.\textsuperscript{140} The imperative to adopt these practices at the same level as non-religiously based—indeed, even proprietary—providers, further blurs the line separating Catholic institutions from other providers.

In sum, the business environment continues to present significant challenges to system and hospital operations. For Catholic systems and hospitals, these challenges have a particular impact on the ability of the system and its institutions to fulfill a mission imperative, which may require the continuation of unprofitable services or the expansion of charity care services, while operating in an environment of declining reimbursement and increased costs. The overall result is that health care in the United States is fragmenting into the “haves” and “have nots,” challenging those organizations not


\textsuperscript{137} Id.

\textsuperscript{138} MOODY’S INVESTOR SERVS., supra note 103.

\textsuperscript{139} Id.
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blessed with strong market share and a highly privately insured patient base to face stark choices between margin and mission.\textsuperscript{141}

2. challenges to restrictions on prohibited procedures

With their increased size and market power, Catholic institutions increasingly find themselves subject to claims that they obstruct access to reproductive health services and interfere with patients’ end of life decisions.\textsuperscript{142} Confrontation surrounding sterilization, and to a lesser extent abortion, has been the most visceral.\textsuperscript{143}

Litigation has surrounded access to sterilization and abortion since \textit{Roe v. Wade}.\textsuperscript{144} One of the earliest cases, \textit{Taylor v. St. Vincent’s Hospital}, involved a Catholic hospital that refused to allow a sterilization procedure to occur in its facility.\textsuperscript{145} Prior to this refusal, the maternity department at the Catholic hospital merged with that of a non-sectarian hospital. The terms of the merger included an agreement whereby a woman desiring sterilization following childbirth would need to be transferred to another hospital prior to the procedure. The Catholic hospital was subsequently forced to perform the procedure despite its moral objections.\textsuperscript{146}

Since \textit{Taylor}, several courts have decided cases involving providers who restrict the provision of health care based on religious views. In \textit{Doe v. Bridgeton Hospital Ass’n, Inc.}, the New Jersey Supreme Court held that private, non-sectarian hospitals must provide first trimester elective abortion procedures.\textsuperscript{147} The court reasoned that due to the hospitals’ governmental support and accessibility to the public, “[t]heir actions must not contravene the public interest. They must serve the public without discrimination.”\textsuperscript{148} Similarly, the California appellate court in \textit{Brownfield v. Daniel Freeman Marina Hospital} addressed a Catholic hospital’s refusal to provide emergency contraception to women who had been raped.\textsuperscript{149} The court held that, absent the existence of a Conscience Clause, the patient
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retains the right to self-determination in her treatment, and this right prevails over the hospital’s religious convictions.150

Furthermore, Catholic institutions have been challenged on directives regarding end of life care, which critics claim may be adversely affected by religious restrictions. While the ERD’s recognize the patient’s right to forgo extraordinary means to forestall death, Directive 59 explicitly reserves the right of a Catholic facility to override a patient’s decision.151 Recent court decisions favor a patient’s right to the withdrawal of death-prolonging treatment over the hospital’s religious or moral beliefs.

Several right to die cases exemplify the conflict over health care providers’ religiously-based refusals to accede to patient demands regarding end of life treatment. In In re Beverly Requena, a New Jersey trial court held that a Catholic hospital could not evict a patient who refused to accept artificial feeding, thus upholding the patient’s right to make her own uncoerced health care decisions.152 On appeal, a significant factor in the court’s opinion was that the patient had no notice of a restrictive hospital policy disallowing the refusal of food and hydration.153 Despite the religious beliefs of the hospital, the court ordered the hospital to honor the patient’s directives.154

In a similar case, although involving an Adventist institution, a California appellate court held that, despite the hospital’s and physicians’ religious objections, a competent adult patient has the right to refuse unwanted medical treatment.155 In this case, the patient knew he would die if the ventilator was disconnected but preferred death to life on a ventilator.156 The court concluded that “(t)he right of a competent adult patient to refuse medical treatment is a constitutionally guaranteed right that must not be abridged.”157

Controversial legislation mandating that Catholic employers cover contraceptives as part of the health insurance offered to em-

150 Id.
151 ERDs, supra note 19, at Part VI, Directive #59 (“The free and informed judgment made by a competent adult patient concerning the use or withdrawal of life-sustaining procedures should always be respected and normally complied with, unless it is contrary to Catholic moral teaching.”).
153 Id. at 890.
154 Id.
156 Id. at 221.
157 Id. at 225.
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ployees has also come to the fore, presenting a new challenge to Catholic health care providers. At least twenty states have passed laws requiring mandatory coverage of prescription contraceptives. Due to the Catholic Church’s strong moral objection to the use of birth control, many mandatory contraceptive coverage statutes include “carve-out” exclusions for religious employers. In New York and California, however, the statutory “carve-out” exclusions define the exception for “religious employers” very narrowly.

These statutes require all commercial health insurance plans that offer prescription drug coverage to cover prescription contraceptives unless the religious employer is specifically excluded from the statutory mandate. To be excluded as a religious employer, each prong of a four-part test must be met: (1) the purpose of the organization must be to inculcate religious values; (2) the organization must primarily employ persons of the same faith; (3) the organization must primarily serve persons of the same faith; and (4) the organization must be exempt from filing an annual information return with the Internal Revenue Service. This definition excludes Catholic churches, including seminaries, diocesan chanceries, and parish rectories, from being required to provide contraception coverage for its employees. The definition does not, however, exclude entities such as Catholic Charities, Catholic hospitals, or Catholic universities, “which serve and employ people without regard to religion.”

As might be expected, litigation attacking the validity of the statutes was brought. In Catholic Charities of Sacramento v. The Superior Court, Catholic Charities premised its argument against the statute on the fact that the Act impermissibly burdened its religious freedom. The court rejected that claim, holding that the statute “serves the compelling state interest of eliminating gender discrimi-

158 For an example of the emerging scholarship in this area, see, e.g., Stabile, supra note 1, at 742.
159 Id. at 741.
160 See, e.g., California Women’s Contraception Equity Act, CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE § 1367.25(b) (Deering 2006).
161 Id.; CAL. INS. CODE § 10123.196(d) (Deering 2006); New York Women’s Health and Wellness Act, N.Y. INS. LAW §§ 3221(16)(A)(1), 4303(c)(1)(A) (McKinney 2004).
162 See id.
164 Stabile, supra note 1, at 755.
165 85 P.3d 67 (Cal. 2004).
nation” and that the Act was narrowly tailored to achieve that purpose.166

The New York Appellate court decision in Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Albany v. Serio, is synonymous with that of the California court.167 The New York court dismissed Catholic Charities’ complaint regarding the New York statute.168 The court concluded that the narrow religious employer exclusion protects those who do not share their employer’s religious views and exempts those who do.169

The First Amendment implications of the statutes are fascinating, as the statutes provide a direct challenge to religious practice of a type never seen before.170 What these types of statutes also indicate, however, is that society is at least seemingly becoming more comfortable with the notion that religious employers (and the statutes are, in practical effect, largely directed toward Catholic hospitals and social service agencies) are not worthy of the deference they have historically been granted.

3. Charity Care Litigation

While not directly a challenge to mission, litigation filed around the country challenging the tax-exempt status of health care systems because of alleged failures to operate in a charitable manner arguably presents a very public attempt to question or define the contours of a charitable or religious mission. Developed by a consortium of attorneys led by Richard Scruggs, who made his fame and fortune spearheading tobacco litigation (and subsequent settlements) on behalf of the states, the litigation was initially filed on June 17, 2004,171 with the filing of thirty-one lawsuits in just over thirty days.172

166 Id. at 93.
168 Id. at 466.
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Over the course of seven months the litigation grew so that at its peak nearly seventy health care systems or large hospitals had been sued in forty-three states. Each suit alleges health care providers violate federal law when they “aggressively overcharge” uninsured patients without regard to the patients’ ability to pay. Other claims include violation of contract and consumer protection laws, the use of aggressive billing techniques, and requiring clients to sign a promise to pay prior to receiving treatment. Specifically with respect to tax exemption, allegations were made that because the defendants had failed to provide “sufficient” charity care, they had breached their “contract” with the government which was a condition for obtaining and maintaining tax-exempt status, and that therefore, their exempt status should be revoked. A motion was filed to consolidate the litigation into a class action, which was denied.

Ultimately, all but one federal court rejected the suits as failing to present a cause of action on the tax-exemption claim, holding that private litigants do not have the right to sue for enforcement of tax law. Plaintiffs have since refiled many of their claims in state courts, alleging violations of consumer protection laws, health insurance laws, and using deceptive business practices, among other things. Even as the national implications of the lawsuits have faded, the litigation deserves attention because it represents the first instance of a nationwide attack calling into question the viability of mission arguments to sustain favorable governmental treatment of hospitals.

Beyond the direct impact of the litigation, the suits have spawned other actions by the federal and state governments. At the federal level, Congress has been taking a critical eye to reports of
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excessive executive compensation paid by exempt entities. Enhanced reporting of business arrangements by tax-exempt entities has also been implemented, and hearings have been held examining the basis for granting tax-exempt status to hospitals.

Various states are also in the midst of investigating hospital charity care policies and pricing strategies, with an eye toward clarifying hospital responsibilities to their communities. In still other instances, specific actions have been brought by states’ attorneys general against systems alleging violations of fiduciary principles and tax-exemption standards. Business practices in the areas of billing and collection and determination of charity care need have been revised to reflect new sensitivity to operating in a charitable manner.

Catholic institutions and systems have not been immune from these actions and investigations. No doubt many of these actions will prove to be nonmeritorious. The mere fact that questions are being asked, however, is telling. Twenty or so years ago no one reasonably would have thought of challenging whether a Catholic institution was fulfilling its mission commitments. Today it is hardly shocking that one would do so. To the extent that Catholic hospitals hold themselves out as occupying a special place in society by virtue of fulfilling a higher purpose, it is apparent that society is,
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at best, uncertain as to the contours of that mission promise and, at
worst, disbelieving that a special mission even exists.

IV. IMPACT OF MISSION CHALLENGES

There is little doubt that Catholic hospitals face significant
challenges to the continuation of their religious mission. The transi-
tion of the “moral compass” of Catholic hospitals from religious
communities to lay executives and boards of directors presents per-
haps the most compelling challenge to the ability of Catholic hospi-
tals to fully act in concert with Church teachings.186 The likely
withdrawal from sponsorship over the next twenty years of many of
the religious communities that founded and have guided Catholic
health care and its mission—indeed, who are steeped in this minis-
try and devoted to its fruition—cannot be underestimated.187 And
yet, the fact that the Church and health care leadership—both relig-
ious and lay—are focused on this transition indicates that protection
of a religious mission continues to be viewed as vital and that the
intangible aspects demonstrative of a religious mission continue to
be present.

Serious arguments can be made that the tangible aspects of a
Catholic mission orientation have weakened. Catholic hospitals un-
dertake the same types of bottom-line-oriented business strategies
as their secular brethren.188 Catholic hospitals have violated the an-
tidumping and fraud and abuse laws, and no doubt other laws as
well, just like other community hospitals have done.189 Indeed,
there is a significant debate within the health care literature as to
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186 I in no way believe, or intend to imply, that the commitment to follow the ERDs will
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whether any nonprofit, tax-exempt hospital is worthy of deference to its charitable mission.\textsuperscript{190}

The industry profile of Catholic hospitals does provide credence to the proposition that, as a whole, Catholic health care is tangibly fulfilling its mission in ways different from non-Catholic hospitals. Data analysis by the Catholic Health Association indicates that Catholic hospitals devote significantly more resources to public health and specialty services than non-Catholic institutions. In twenty service lines, as varied as alcohol and drug treatment, child and adolescent psychiatric services, AIDS and HIV services, hospice, neonatal intensive care, social work, and trauma, Catholic hospitals are service leaders.\textsuperscript{191} Catholic hospitals also provide a higher percentage of care to Medicaid patients than their share of the total hospital market would otherwise indicate.\textsuperscript{192} Further, almost one-third of Catholic hospitals are located in rural areas, often

\textsuperscript{190}See, e.g., Jason M. Kellhofer, The Misperception and Misapplication of the First Amendment in the American Pluralistic System: Mergers Between Catholic and Non-Catholic Healthcare Systems, 16 J.L. & HEALTH 103 (2001-2002); Donald H. J. Hermann, Religious Identity and the Health Care Market: Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Religiously Affiliated Providers, 34 CREIGHTON L. REV. 927 (2001). Indeed, proprietary hospitals, which may be members of the American Hospital Association, created their own trade association to advocate specifically for the point that their charitable outcomes (community benefit as exemplified by service offerings and “free” care) are not substantively different than nonprofits hospitals. See Fed. of Am. Hosp., www.fahs.com (last visited May 6, 2006); see also Mark A. Hall et al., The Law of Health Care Finance and Regulation 411 (2005) (“Health policy researchers have produced an extensive body of empirical findings that fail to reveal major differences in the cost or quality of care delivered by nonprofits and for-profits.”).
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faced with issues of access to care and availability of services not encountered by urban facilities. In many markets, Catholic hospitals are exclusive providers of hospital services, raising the issue, in at least some of these markets, as to whether there would be access to hospital services if the Catholic hospital departed.  

Criticism can be levied at the argument that deference to the Catholic mission should be justified by examining Catholic health care in its totality. After all, health care delivery is inherently local, and each institution responds to its particular operating environment and community needs in its own unique way. Each possesses its own culture which guides how mission is defined, reflected, and implemented in the institution. And certainly not all Catholic hospitals are struggling to serve the poor, or even located in markets with high percentages of under and uninsured individuals. Thus, particular communities and states should be free to make their own judgments as to the deference accorded to that mission.

There is merit to this argument and certainly an intuitive appeal to the claim of freedom of choice. At the same time, as health care increasingly adopts a bottom-line orientation, it would seem important to society that institutions exist which are motivated by, and act out of, a higher calling. For a particular patient desiring services which conflict with Catholic beliefs, there arguably is a cost associated with Catholic health care. On balance, however, health care is greatly benefited, I believe, by enabling institutions and the individuals associated with them to work out of a religious motive as they provide care of a most intimate nature. Until recently there was respect for the role of religious mission. Nothing has fundamentally changed either internal or external to the Church to merit rejection of this approach.

193 It is almost certainly the case that in some markets the Catholic hospital is the sole provider because of its competitive dominance, rather than its desire to serve an otherwise underserved populace.

194 After all, the major Catholic systems are multi-billion dollar organizations; they did not get that way by being financially unsuccessful.